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Cruso is a Belgian furniture manufacturer, offering 

warm and playful furniture created by internationally 

renowned designers. The company has adopted an eco-

friendly production process, using local and sustainable 

raw materials, manufacturing in Europe and employing 

land transportation as well as compact packaging 

solutions. 

Cruso products are simple and welcoming. They have 

been designed for demanding everyday use and are 

perfect for cosy homes or professional environments.
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NOTES.
BY JULIEN RENAULT

The NOTES collection designed by Julien Renault is an 

invitation  to play with compositions and colours. It offers a 

solution for storage and is also suitable for displaying objects 

that have a great sentimental value.

The shelves are made out of solid wood and are fixed with a 

magnetic steel mount. The curved profile of the shelves creates a 

subtle graphic element that compliments any wall. NOTES is very 

versatile and appropriate for various displays. 

As a complement to the shelves, the NOTES trays echo the same 

curve as the NOTES shelves. They deliver an added softness and 

solid wood warmth.
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DESIGN BY JULIEN 
RENAULT

With a fascination for industrial standards, Julien Renault 

is inspired by the beauty found in everyday objects and 

the traces of manufacturing processes.

His design practice is characterised by a clear approach 

focused on production process, materiality and a 

recognisable and strong aesthetic.

Based in Brussels, Renault’s studio develops furniture and 

objects for various design brands. Additionally, the studio 

engages in works of creative direction and photography 

for design companies and designers.

Julien Renault’s quality standards and sensibility have 

been moulded through his formation. Julien was trained 

as an industrial designer in ESAD Design & Art School. 

He worked at studio Bouroullec in Paris and graduated in 

Product Design at ECAL in Lausanne (2009). Soon after, 

he moved to Brussels and worked for Sylvain Willenz 

and Alain Berteau. 

NOTES SHELVES

MATERIALS

Wall mount : Steel

Shelf board : Oak or Walnut

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Shelves made out of oak. 

Wall mount made out of steel.  

Available in 3 lengths (30 cm, 60 cm, 90cm).

NOTES SHELVES S

30

22.5

5 3.5

NOTES SHELVES L

90

22.5

5 3.5

NOTES SHELVES M

60

22.5

5 3.5

COLOURS

Black steel  
Natural oak

Black steel 
Natural walnut
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Ø 22

3,4

Ø 15

3,4

Ø 29

3,4

NOTES TRAY S

NOTES TRAY L

NOTES TRAY M

NOTES TRAYS

MATERIALS

Oak

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Trays made out of oak.  

Available in 3 sizes.

Available in 1 colours.

COLOURS

Natural oak
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Cruso’s objective is to constantly reduce its ecological  

footprint : 

. Designing durable and resistant products

. Manufacturing in Europe

. Reducing packaging and transport

. Using sustainable materials

We want to offer the best design possible to our customers. 

It means having high quality standards for conception and 

production. That is why we care about working with talented 

industrial designers that share our philosophy. We make sure 

that their creations reach the market in the most responsible 

way possible. Our production process follows these simple 

rules : First, recycled or recyclable materials for both our 

products and their packaging. Secondly, European production 

and sourcing for limited CO2 emissions during transport.

As a young design brand, our duty is to deliver long-lasting 

furniture independently from trends. We believe in design 

simplicity and sustainable manufacturing.

Olivier STÉVENART, Founder

CHARTER OF 
ECOLOGICAL
COMMITMENT
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